
WORK EXPERIENCE
Neovation Learning Solutions - UX Designer
August 2020 - Present

Responsible for designing new products and features from conception 
through to development and testing; communicated with stakeholders, 
developers, and QA analysts; implemented processes to streamline the 
design to development pipeline; developed design systems using Figma. 

24-7 Intouch - Web Designer and Developer
NOVEMBER 2019 - May 2020

Designed and developed new web solutions using WordPress; designed 
and iteratedweb-based proprietary software; developed product 
solutions from concept to wireframes to high-fidelity mockups.

DueNorth Systems - Contract UI and Web Designer
OCTOBER 2018 - NOVEMBER 2019

Developed responsive and intuitive web-based interfaces for EdTech 
software; workedwithin best web design practices and accessibility 
guidelines; improved designer-developercommunication.

PERSONAL SKILLS
Excellent written and verbal communication

Able to work in a fast-paced environment while maintaining 
communication within and across teams; able to efficiently hand off 
design specifications to developers and QA analysts.

Personal initiative

Able to identify areas which need attention; employ effective problem 
solving strategiesto develop solutions, content, and designs.

Flexible team member

Dedicated and reliable team member; able to adapt to changing project 
conditionsquickly and efficiently; able to manage multiple projects and 
deadlines at once.

EDUCATION
Red River College, Winnipeg - Digital Media Design

Graduated with a two-year diploma in Web Development.

Professional Development 

Attended a multitude of professional development events including 
online and in-person seminars on accessibility, gamification, user 
research, and UX/UI best practices.

AChievements
2022 - over four months, completed 
a UI redesign of a complex web app 
resulting in multiple industry awards 
and contracts for the company.

2021 - helped implement a design to 
development pipeline at Neovation 
Learning Solutions; increased 
efficiency in design handoff.

2020 - effectively adapted to a 
remote work environment, while 
creating custom web-based 
solutions for remote work in other 
parts of the company.

technical skills
Strong visual design skills

High fidelity prototyping

User testing and research

Web and app accessibility (WCAG)

Gamification (Octalysis Framework)

Atomic Design System Framework

Figma

Adobe CC

InVision

Sketch App

HTML | CSS | SASS

HTML5 advertising development

WordPress Development

Design for print and digital media

LANguages
English

Russian

I am a creative and driven UX/UI designer with 
a passion for gamification and accessibility.

Maria Volkova
 UX | UI | web design | graphic design

sesamedesign.ca

marvolkova99@gmail.com | 204.299.9909


